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Working Writer’s Retreat
Sept 9 - 11, 2011

Holy Spirit Retreat Center,
4316 Lanai Rd., Encino CA 91436

With Master Chefs:

Sarah Ketchersid

Mary Kole

Candlewick Press

Andrea Brown Literary Agency

Senior Editor

www.candlewick.com

Associate Agent
www.andreabrownlit.com
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Lynette
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of course,
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Bake: at high
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for 3 days!

Timothy Travaglini
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Formerly at Henry
Holt and Company,
Walker & Company,
and G.P. Putnam’s
Sons (Penguin Young
Readers Group)

Stephanie
Gordon and
Judy Enderle

Authors of over 50
books and more than
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www.writersinkville.com

Additional agents for Sunday’s
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Jill Corcoran

Herman Agency

www.hermanagencyinc.com

Jamie Weiss Chilton

Andrea Brown Literary Agency
www.andreabrownlit.com

Details and Registration Form
www.scbwisocal.org
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Suzanne Gibson (South Bay)
Advisory Board:
Stephanie Jacob Gordon, Marcelle Greene,
Claudia Harrington, Rilla Jaggia, Dawne
Knobbe, Sarah Laurenson, Ken Min, Marilyn
Morton, Edie Pagliasotti, Sally Jones Rogan,
Candace Ryan, Curtis Taylor, Sue Wellfringer.
Emeritus: Judy Enderle, Julie Williams
www.scbwisocal.org,
Webmaster: Curtis Taylor curtist3@gmail.com

SCBWI International

Executive (International) Office:
Steve Mooser, Lin Oliver
For general info, membership & other national
SCBWI business:
8271 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048
323-782-1010, membership@scbwi.org
www.scbwi.org

SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
If you were at Writer’s Day in April, then you heard the news!
The Los Angeles region is handing over its crown and scepter to two very
talented members. Sarah Laurenson wears the crown and Lee Wind
holds the scepter.
I officially step down at the end of October. The 2011 events are planned and
organized. Sarah and Lee step into Claudia’s and my shoes on November 1.
It has been a privilege and honor to be your regional advisor these past ten
years. As Claudia said in the spring column, the joy of seeing so many books
published under our tenure is more satisfying than any of you shall ever know.
Members of the Los Angeles region are so creative and talented. But! More
importantly – we are blessed by our volunteers. It takes a village to run
a region, don’t kid yourself! Without the talent, inspiration, and endurance of
our volunteers, the wheels of the L.A. Region would grind to a halt!
There are no words – and I have been through both the old and the new
Thesaurus – to thank all of you for your participation in organizing
our events, conducting our Schmoozes, overseeing Critique Connections,
supervising our Annual Scholarship Contests and contests for Writer’s
Day and Illustrator’s Day, producing our magnificent Kite Tales, catering to
members’ every delight in lunches and dessert, and making our website as
exciting and exhilarating as it can be!
To volunteer is to give a huge gift of yourself to an organization you admire
and with which you bond. It is a lot of work, but the benefits are three – four
– five – six – a thousand fold. You get back far more than you have
ever put in. Believe that.
I thank you all for this wonderful journey – to those of you who helm the
train and to those of you who ride along for
wherever it will take you. There is no end on our
journey, only new beginnings.

Regional Advisor Chairperson: Cheryl Zach
RA Chair Assistant: Pat Wolfe
Int’l Regional Advisor Chair: Erzsi Deak

Hugs to all,

Illustrator Coordinator:
Priscilla Burris
E-mail: burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net

Kite Tales
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Who’s Who at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators for the SCBWI TriRegions of Southern California. Information
published in KITE TALES does not constitute an
endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors
Rilla Jaggia, Managing Editor
kitetaleseditor@rillart.com
Vicki Arkoff & Bonnie Ferron, SCBWI-L.A. Editors
Alexis O’Neill, V/SB Editor, 805-581-1906
or AlexisinCA@aol.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce,
Orange/Long Beach/Riverside/
San Bernardino Editors, 		
ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Sherrie Petersen,
solvangsherrie@gmail.com
Marcelle Greene, (on sick leave)
marcelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Proofreader
Jill Linden,
jillrlinden5@yahoo.com
KITE TALES Illustrator Liaison
Joan Charles, 			
jcdesign50@yahoo.com
KITE TALES Subscriptions
Mary Peterson, 			
mary@marypeterson.com
KITE TALES Ads
Bonnie Ferron,
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day 2011 Contest Winners
NONFICTION:
First Place—Bonsai Friends Forever by Cheryl Manning
Second Place—A Mailman On Skis by Shirley Jordan
Honorable Mention—Kiss Your Butt Goodbye: The Little Book Of Big
Disasters by Graeme Stone
PICTURE BOOK:
First Place—Other by Karol Ruth Silverstein
Second Place—Reminds Me Of You by Sandra Cutuli
Honorable Mention—Fine Fine Froggy by Eloise Freeman
MIDDLE GRADE:
First Place—Third Indian Moon by Susan Ruch Roush
Second Place—Urth by Nutschell Anne Windsor
Honorable Mention—Gypsy Rebellion by Jodi Marcus
YOUNG ADULT:
First Place—Tiger & Patsy by Linda Austin
Second Place—The Line by Lori Anne Tibbets
No Honorable Mention awarded

KITE TALES is free at http://www.scbwisocal.
org/htmls/kitetales.htm. Join the
online mailing list to receive Kite Tales
announcements via e-mail at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KiteTales/.
Snail mail subscriptions (4 issues).
www.scbwisocal.org/htmls/ktform.htm
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Jan. 15 for March 1 issue
Summer - April 15 for June 1 issue
Fall - July 15 for Sept. 1 issue
Winter - Oct. 15 for Dec. 1 issue
Send comments, articles, great news,
questions, etc. to Rilla Jaggia at
kitetaleseditor@rillart.com.
Columns - 500 words max
Features - 800 words max
Interviews - 1400 words max
Poetry - 150 words max
Critique Connections:
Contact Sheryl Scarborough at
mediasherpa@gmail.com.

Contest winners L to R: Sandra Cutuli, Karol Ruth Silverstein,Graeme
Stone, Eloise Freeman, Susan Ruch Roush, Linda Austin, Nutschell Anne
Windsor, Jodi Marcus, Cherly Manning, Lori Anne Tibbets

Ads & Toot Your Horn: Follow instructions on
page 32 and page 38 of this issue.

Kite Tales
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Orange County/Inland Empire News

Hi All,
We’ve wrapped up our 2011 Spring Retreat at
the beautiful South Coast Winery Resort and Spa
in Temecula. A wonderful time was had by all,
including our guest editors:
Marilyn Brigham, Editor - Marshall Cavendish
Children’s Books
Karen Chaplin, Editor - HarperCollins
Kendra Levin, Associate Editor - Viking
Children’s Books, an imprint of Penguin Group
(USA)
Rotem Moscovich, Editor - Disney/
Hyperion

(above) 1st pages
with editors
(left) Retreat
attendees

One of our goals for the retreat was to arrange
for every attendee to have a time set aside
to chat with as many editors as possible so
we scheduled a variety of meet and greet
opportunities. We kicked the retreat off on Friday
night with our VIP social. After some mingle-time,
each of our editors were seated at a separate table
and the guests were assigned two ten-minute time
slots each to say hello and get to know two editors a
little better—picture speed dating, but with editors.
Everyone loved it! Those who are usually shy were able
to say hello, too.

at National University. The last part of the afternoon
was devoted to roundtable critiques with our editors
and speakers.
After an early dinner on Saturday evening, the attendees
who were staying at the winery were seated with an
editor and a few other attendees to receive feedback on
their manuscript’s first 250 words.

Saturday included talks from each editor and a funny
overview of the
author/illustrator
relationship with
illustrator Steve
Bjorkman. Steve
is the talented
illustrator of Jeff
Foxworthy’s picture
books. A rousing
presentation was
given by Michael
Mahin. Michael
is a screenwriter
and professor of
children’s literature
Steve Bjorkman retreat art demo
Kite Tales

Our program on Sunday featured a “first pages” panel
with the editors along with talks and writing exercises
by our fabulous guest authors Marlene Perez, Mary
Pearson, and Michael Reisman. As an added bonus,
Priscilla Burris and Merrily Kutner led an intensive
picture book dummy workshop that received excellent
reviews.
Here are snippets of the outstanding tips given by our
speakers:
“Characters speak to get what they want.”
(continued next page)
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“Make fiction more real than reality.”
“Never underestimate the power of your prose to
sabotage a brilliant story.”
“With a picture book, put together a puzzle and
imagine the turns. This gives a bird’s eye view so you
can feel the beats on each spread.”
“The first few sentences of a manuscript must hook,
introduce conflict, and introduce a unique and
compelling voice.”

“Your job is to make the best product
possible because kids deserve your best
efforts.” Marilyn Scott-Waters
printer and get giant end-rolls for us to draw on. I
remember having my own special pair of scissors in
preschool that were “Doctor Scissors” that had blunt
tips but were great for cutting paper.

The winners of the 2011 Spring
Retreat Writer’s Contest were:

Q: Where did you study?

Picture Book
1st place - Steve Bjorkman - I Love Mud

I didn’t study illustration in college. I majored in
comparative literature at UC Irvine because I liked to
read. I took art classes all along the way, though. For
the last four years, I’ve been fortunate enough to study
with Bob Singer. He was head of character design for
Hanna Barbera for over twenty years.

Honorable Mention - Lori Alloway - Wow, Baby!

Middle Grade
1st place - Robin Yardi - Dragon MacDung
Honorable Mention - Roy C. Davis - The Letter

Q: What was the best advice you received as
you began to pursue your career?

Young Adult
1st place - Maria Cruz - Patos

When I was in college, I heard Ray Bradbury speak
and he talked about staying true to your roots,
remembering those things that you loved as a child. I
find that I am happiest when I remember who I am.
I’ve created clothing lines that have sold all over the
world, done magazine photo shoots on Rodeo Drive,
and designed Super Bowl hats, but none of those things
gave me as much satisfaction as making little paper cars
or drawing exotic animals.

Honorable Mention - Heather Butcha - Wrong
Side of the Rapids

Congratulations to all!

W

We’d like you to meet our awesome OC volunteer
illustrator/author Marilyn Scott-Waters. Marilyn
Scott-Waters is the creator of a paper-toy craft-book
series The Toymaker’s Christmas: Paper ToysYou Can Make
Yourself (Sterling, 2010), and The Toymaker’sWorkshop:
Paper ToysYou Can MakeYourself (Sterling, 2011).

Q: What advice would you give new
illustrators?
Take your craft seriously. Learn to draw. Learn to ink.
Give yourself time and space to play and experiment.
Forgive yourself for making mistakes. Remember that
no one wakes up and goes out and runs a marathon. It
takes daily practice.

Q: Marilyn, when and how did your love of art
become evident?
My art teacher mom is a firm believer in “make and do”
and being able to entertain yourself. We always had art
supplies growing up. She would go to the newspaper

(continued next page)
Kite Tales
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Q: Are you currently working on a project?

Q: When did you join SCBWI, and has it had a
positive effect on your career?

J. H. Everett and I just started on the second Haunted
Histories, a fully illustrated middle grade series for
Christy Ottaviano Books/Henry Holt Books for Young
Readers. We both write and illustrate, lobbing pages
and drawings back and forth like a tennis ball. It’s not
the usual way to approach a project, but I think it works
for us. I just finished a licensed Toymaker calendar for
Orange Circle Studios. I’m putting together a proposal
for a third paper toy book.

I joined SCBWI back in 2005 and it is the best thing I’ve
ever done for my children’s book career. The wealth of
information that is available is astounding. I’ve been able
to make connections through SCBWI that I wouldn’t
have been able to make any other way.
Q: What is your favorite part about being an
SCBWI volunteer?

Q: What inspires you?

I love the people. I’ve made so many good friends
through SCBWI. It’s been wonderful to see how
everyone has grown over the years.

I love my studio group, Studio Five. We meet every
other week and share what we are working on. The
group helps keep me focused and on track. Studio Five
member Alice Provensen is in her nineties and working
on a sequel to Day in the Life of Murphy. To be doing a
book at age 92 is inspiring!

Thank you Marilyn for sharing with us
and thank you for all of your hard work
volunteering as one of our helpful Schmooze
Coordinators.

Q: What advice would you give illustrators
about working with authors?

Save The Date - Editor’s Day
October 1st, 2011

I haven’t worked with many authors. There seems to be
some invisible rule that artists and writers should never
talk. Usually, I work with the editor or art director,
which in my experience is a delight. My advice is, be
sweet to work with, meet your deadlines, and don’t
take changes personally. Remember, you are all on
the same team.Your job is to make the best product
possible because kids deserve your best efforts.

Pencil in the date and join us for Editor’s Day.
Our guest editors include:
Greg Ferguson, Editor
Egmont USA
Rebecca Frazer, Editor
Sourcebooks, Jabberwocky
Daniel Nayeri, Editor
Clarion
Yoland (LeRoy) Scott, Editorial Director
Charlesbridge.
For information on Editor’s Day email me at
zfrancesca@aol.com

Q: What advice would you give authors on
working with illustrators?
I’m trying to imagine what it would be like to give a
story of mine to be illustrated by someone else. It must
be a lot like sending your kid off to summer camp—
hard, but you have to let go. Trust that your editor,
the art director, the illustrator, and the book designer
are all pulling on the same side of the rope. Everyone
wants to make an awesome book that is going to make
lots of kids happy.

Kite Tales

Come on out and join us at a schmooze, workshop, or
conference. See you there!
Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas, Regional Advisor
Q. L. Pearce, Assistant Regional Advisor
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Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News
from Mary Ann Fraser
MaryAFrase@aol.com

A Look Back at SCBWI
with Ross R. Olney

A

by Mary Ann Fraser
As an original member, Ross R.
Olney, a Ventura resident since
1976, has witnessed SCBWI’s
growth from a local association to
an organization of some 22,000plus members worldwide. With
over 180 fiction and non-fiction
books and hundreds of magazine
articles in print, Ross also has
the distinction of having been a
newspaper reporter, a member
of the SCBW Board of Directors,
a radio and TV talk show host, a
photojournalist, and an SCBW
Member of the Year.
Q: I understand your
membership goes back to
1971, the very year SCBW
began. How did you first
get involved with the
organization?
It was my agent at the time,
Larry Sternig, who suggested I
look into SCBW. Larry is long
gone now, and the organization
has added an “I” to the name, but
I remember being an admirer of
what Steve and Lin were trying
to do, and hoped they would
accept me as a member. I only
had one or two children’s books
published back then. They did
accept my application, and we
all became friends. Since then,
SCBWI has become a force in
the entire world in children’s
book writing. I’m proud of my
membership over these years.

Kite Tales

Q: What
stands out
for you about
those early
years in
SCBWI?
What stands
out for me as
I think back to
the early years with SCBWI was
the dedication of Steve and Lin,
and the board of directors, and
what a pleasure it was to attend
meetings and conferences and
socialize with these very talented
people, at first as a member and
then as a board member and
conference speaker. I’m sure the
organization, and what I learned
as a member, had a strong
influence on whatever success
I’ve had as a children’s book
writer.
Q: Is it true you spoke at
several SCBW conferences?
Can you tell us on what
topics?
I spoke at several of the SCBWI
conferences in Los Angeles
and New York. I recall at one
of the New York conferences,
Lin allowed me to sit at the
microphone due to a back injury
from a motorcycle accident
I’d had. Since I had by then
published quite a number of
non-fiction books for children
and young adults, my topic was
7

Ventura member Ross Olney
usually on my “never fail” query
letter. I described and broke
down into sections this letter, and
almost every year one or more
of the attendees would get back
to me with a success story using
my letter. I even went into the
proper letterhead, and suggested
they just change the words to
their subject instead of mine,
and insisted that otherwise they
change nothing. I also taught this
at local Ventura County colleges
and UCLA and USC, and have
a nice list of students who first
published using my letter. Some
became full time writers, and
I still hear from them and am
proud of them.
Q: What are some of your
children’s book titles?
My first children’s book,
arranged by my snow-country
(Madison, Wisconsin) agent,
Larry Sternig, was TheYoung
Sportsman’s Guide to Surfing
(Thomas Nelson 1965), because
“everybody in California surfs”
(continued next page)
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BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion
group taking place on the Ventura/
Santa Barbara/San Luis Obispo/Kern
SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on
the first of each month, facilitated
by Lynn Becker (lynnb@mac.com).
Readers may join anytime during the
month with comments or questions
about the featured book. Book Talk
is open to all members of Southern
California SCBWI who are signed up
for the regional listserv.
To become a member of
the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
SCBWI-CCal/

JUNE:
Wintergirls
by Laurie Halse Anderson
Gritty and brutally real; a teen
struggles with anorexia
JULY:
Dinosaur vs. Bedtime
by Bob Shea
Ok, this picture book is
just plain fun!
AUGUST:
One Crazy Summer
by Rita Williams-Garcia
Historical middle grade set
during the civil rights movement
SEPTEMBER
A Sick Day for Amos McGee
written by Philip C. Stead
illustrated by Erin E. Stead
This year’s Caldecott medal
winner

Kite Tales

(according to Larry). It did well enough that I did several other Young
Sportsman’s Guides, and continued along with many other non-fiction books
for many of the majors in New York, including Doubleday, Grosset and
Dunlap, Putnam, Atheneum, Dodd Mead, Prentice-Hall, Clarion, Franklin
Watts, Dutton, Lothrop, and others. One question that is often asked at
seminars and in classrooms is the titles of my most favorite books. These
titles would have to include Daredevils of the Speedway (Grosset and Dunlap
1966), Offshore (Dutton), They Said It Couldn’t Be Done (Dutton), and
Keeping Insects as Pets (Franklin Watts). There are others, of course, and it
is generally true that the book we are working on now is our favorite, but
these stand out. The research for one of my books, Furman vs. Georgia (Watts
1996), a young adult book on the death penalty, gave me bad dreams for
weeks.
Q: What do you see as some of the biggest changes in children’s
literature over the years?
The changes in children’s
literature over the years have
been in the level of subject
“Never quit. Keep trying.
acceptance. I don’t mean just
Find a time each day to
in the use of more adult words,
I mean in subject matter. Back
write, and then WRITE.”
when I started, to “touch
somebody’s hand” was pretty
darned racy. Now, you can
talk about subjects far beyond
just touching. This is OK. This is real. Kids are more grown up, they are
smarter, they are more aware. They know when they are being talked
down to, and they don’t like it. Still, when I wrote Furman vs. Georgia, back
in 1996, not all that long ago, it was originally to be called “The Death
Penalty!!” but the publisher felt this was too strong, too hard hitting. They
insisted I take out anecdotes about “Half-hanged Smith” and “drawing and
quartering” and “garotting” and other methods of execution, including
lopping off a head. Too graphic, they felt. Too strong for younger readers.
I’m a pro. I took this great stuff out. I still think the book, which did well
enough, was hurt. Execution is execution. Today’s kids know that. Oh, well.
Q: How did you benefit from belonging to SCBW? Why should
anyone join today?
I have continued to say over the years that every serious writer of children’s
material should be a member of SCBWI. They should join at whatever
level they qualify for, and they should read everything that comes out of
Steve and Lin’s organization. The newsletter alone is worth far more than
the dues. I have often reached publishers through something I read in the
(continued next page)
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newsletter, a publication that is always up to date
and helpful. I know many other pro writers feel the
same way about SCBWI. Join up, then pay attention.
Q: Any advice for folks starting out in this
business?
I’ve done OK in the writing business, with nearly
one hundred ninety published books and countless
newspaper and magazine pieces, often but certainly
not always in the young adult markets. I still write
every single day, seven days a week because I love
it, usually under contract, and I still edit other
writer’s work when they can afford me. And I still
teach, and lecture. The one thing I drive the hardest
on to potential writers is “Don’t give up.” Never
quit. Keep trying. Find a time each day to write,
and then WRITE. I like to say that in my case, I kept
trying and trying and trying, and gradually all the
others dropped out and I was the only one left, so I
succeeded. Not too far from the truth, I suspect.

Two grants to the SCBWI Summer
Conference in the amount of $1000 have
been awarded to SCBWI-V/SB members
Lisa Marnell for her jacketflap copy of novel
Touched and to Bill Block for his picture book
illustration for Great American Train Stations.
Both are residents of Westlake Village in
Ventura County. Lisa has been a member
since 2006, Bill since 2009.
Congratulations to them both!

Meet the SCBWI-V/SB County
Coordinators

The V/SB SCBWI is fortunate to have several
volunteers dedicated to servicing our region. As part
of our continuing 25th anniversary celebration, we
wanted to acknowledge their efforts and give you a
chance to get to know them a little better.

A VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA REGIONAL WORKSHOP

with Juliet Marillier,
award-winning Australian fantasy writer
In this one-day, hands-on workshop, Juliet will help you explore
the strong structures and dynamic characters of folklore and
fairytale, and tap into old sources to create new work.

Saturday, June 25, 2011
9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Mission Santa Barbara
$80 Members n $100 Non-Members n Lunch Included.

View details and registration at
www.scbwisocal.org/events/fantasy_wkshp.html
www.scbwisocal.org/events/fantasy_wkshp.html

Kite Tales

Grant Winners

Ann Rousseau Smith
Critique Group Coordinator
By Day: Assists woven apparel label
development for Avery Dennison
By Night: Writes poetry and
picture books
Recent Publications: “Dino School Bus” in Dizzy
Dinosaurs: Silly Dino Poems by Lee Bennett Hopkins,
illustrated by Barry Gott (HarperCollins 2011),
“Summer Moon” in Sharing the Seasons: a Book of
Poems by Lee Bennett Hopkins, illustrated by David
Diaz (Margaret K. McElderry Books 2010)
Favorite Quote: “The best and most beautiful
things in the world cannot be seen or even touched.
They must be felt with the heart.” -- Helen Keller
(continued next page)
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Lynn Becker
Book Talk Discussion Leader
By Day: Ex-animator, now writes,
illustrates, reads, and chauffeurs
teenage son around
By Night: reads, knits, watches
sports
What You May Not Know about Me: I like to
stand on my head
Dr. Linda Organ
Liaison with California Lutheran
University
By Day: Director of Education,
The Discovery Center for Science
& Technology
By Night: 99.44% ready to go
down the shoot with a first manuscript... ahhhhhhh!
What You May Not Know about Me: For the
past 12 years, I’ve played banjo in a Dixieland Band.

V/SB SCBWI Save the Dates
September 10, San Luis Obispo
“Okay, the first draft is done . . . now
what???”
Presenter: Lisa Yee, author
October 8, Goleta
“The Newbery: How It Works, Why It
Works”
Presenter: Alison Gray, Supervising
Librarian, Goleta Public Library and
former Newbery Committee Member
Followed by an afternoon Critiquenic
November 5, Thousand Oaks
V/SB SCBWI Writers’ Day
Editors, authors, contests, manuscript
critiques

Kathryn Hunley
Graphics & Web Liaison, Assistant
Illustrator Coordinator
By Day: Illustrating & Writing
By Night: Reading & Dreaming
Favorite Quote: “There will
come a time when you believe
everything is finished. That will be the beginning.”
-- Louis L’Amour

Mary Ann Fraser
Illustrator Coordinator,
Contributing Kite Tales Editor
Kite Tales

“Sumo Balloon” - Illustration by Bruce Hale, promotional piece
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Go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm
for information on regional events.

SCBWI EVENT CALENDAR – Save These Dates!
MONTH

DATE

DAY

TYPE

REGION

DESCRIPTION

JUNE

4

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Critiquenic

8

Wed

DEADLINE

INT’L

SCBWI Conference Manuscript
Consultation – Manuscript rec’d by

10-12

Fri-Sun

EVENT

V/SB

Picture Book Boot Camp

17

Fri

DEADLINE

INT’L

SCBWI Summer Conference Early
Registration discount ends

25

Sat

EVENT

V/SB

Workshop – Old Bones, New Flesh
Drawing Inspiration from Traditional
Stories by Juliet Marillier

25

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

FREE Workshop – The Seven Deadly
Sins of Writing; (and how to avoid
them) by Amy Koss

AUGUST

5-8

Fri-Mon

EVENT

INT’L

SCBWI International Annual Summer
Conference

SEPTEMBER

9-11

Fri-Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Working Writer’s Retreat

OCTOBER

1

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

Editor’s Day

16

Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Down the Rabbit Hole

5

Sat

EVENT

V/SB

Writer’s Day

12

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Illustrator’s Day

NOVEMBER

Got a New Book Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person which state awards it’s eligible for. Go to the Central Los Angeles Public
Library downtown, to the Children’s Literature department. Ask the librarian to help you pull up “Awards &
Prizes from the Children’s Book Council.” The Library will maintain the subscription only if it’s used.
It’s the only resource of its kind! To look up each State award individually, you would have to know the
name of the award or sponsoring agency.
Kite Tales
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Farewell to Claudia and Edie

About That Daring, Dastardly Duo and TheVWord

by Judith Ross Enderle and Stephanie Jacob Gordon

own events, like The Writer’s Tool Box. The successful
Down the Rabbit Hole, directed by Dawne Knobbe and
her cohorts was born during their tenure as was the
wonderful tri-region website created by Joan Charles.
Schmoozes proliferated, Kite Tales went paperless due to
Caroline Hatton and blossomed on line. The volunteer
corps expanded, they added an assistant RA, the
advisory board flourished, they kept snacks flowing at
the Century City SCBWI Summer Conference. Claudia
and Edie managed all this and kept smiling. At the same
time, both held down full-time jobs, Claudia’s kids
grew up, both did some redecorating and remodeling,
and they kept writing, too. (Isn’t it obvious that an
abundance of extra energy comes with being a Regional
Advisor? And who can’t use that?)

Illustration by Ken Min, gifted
Claudia at Illustrator’s Day, 20to Edie and
10

“Tradi-shuuuuuuunnnnn! Tradition!”

F

Feel free to sing along as we celebrate SCBWI Southern
California Regional Advisors—Claudia and Edie/EdieClaudia.

Of course, the RA’s job has perks. First of all: friends
galore. Second: after giving Southern California
SCBWI members the tools and information to move

This pair follows in the footsteps of previous
infamous, er famous Regional Advisor duos. First
came Steph and Judy/Judy-Steph. They were
followed by Julie and Marilyn/Marilyn-Julie.
For a brief time there were Claudia and Collyn/
Collyn-Claudia (until Collyn escaped across
country). That’s when Edie was roped, um, when
Edie volunteered to join Claudia as co-RA. Edie
and Claudia/Claudia-Edie, aka Lucy and Ethel
took the reins and kept the momentum going.
They put their stamp on the region right off with
a new Southern California SCBWI logo, a logo
that said: “This is Los Angeles; this is SCBWI; this
is about books.”

R.A.s Edie and Claudia with the SCBWI-LA banner

The logo initiated new stationery and a new banner.
They grew the events already in place, like Writer’s
Day, Illustrator’s Day, the Critiquenic, and the annual
Working Writer’s Retreat. They added some of their
Kite Tales

forward in their careers, they rejoice and celebrate
successes that follow. Third: meeting some fabulous
editors, art directors, agents, and famous authors and
(continued next page)
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A good talent to have in the RA job, but no. Look
how many V words there are. Keep going! Verbiage,
versatility, vice versa, vigoroso, vinculum. Vinculum?
What’s vinculum? Vinculum: a unifying bond; link,
tie. Definitely Claudia and Edie. It describes all of the
advisors. It describes all of SCBWI. Is vinculum the V
word we’re talking about? No.
Okay, we’ll tell you. They volunteered. Not to be
RA’s at first. They each said, “I’ll help.” They helped so
competently and so generously that they were asked if
they wanted to be the next regional advisors.
Claudia is stepping down now, Edie a little later in
the year. Who will fill their shoes, smile those smiles,
exude the energy and enthusiasm that these cohorts
have shown? Who will continue that vinculum, that
unifying bond with the SCBWI Southern California
members? Who will bring innovation, new ideas,
go forth where. . . we’re getting carried away. But
we’ll give you a hint. Think sweet. Think smiles. And
remember:

R.A. Diner (first one without Sue) Back Row L to R: Edie,
Judy, Claudia; Front Row: Stephanie, Julie, Marilyn

illustrators. Fourth: attending all the exciting SCBWI
events, including the Winter and Summer International
Conferences. Fifth: getting to know other RA’s from
across the country and around the world. Edie and
Claudia could add to this list, we are sure.
How did Claudia and Edie, aka Lucy and Ethel, become
regional advisors? It’s the V word. Vivacious? They are
that, but that’s not the word. Their vocabulary? They
are writers. Nope, that’s not the word. Vacuous? That’s
stupid! NOT EVEN! WHAT AN INSULT! Virginal?
We aren’t going there. Valedictory. This salute to Edie
and Claudia is valedictory, yet it’s not because they
are really saying good-bye, no one is going anywhere.
Ask the J-birds, Julie and Judy. The bungee cord is
long when you leave the Southern California region.
You bounce back on a regular basis. Watch for Claudia
and Edie to star in a new SCBWI capacity (kitchen
wenches?) coming to this region very soon.

Nobody doesn’t like Sarah-Lee!

Come on. More V words. Valorous.Yeah, they are
both bold and courageous; they took on the Regional
Advisor jobs with heroic determination. Valuable.
Definitely that, but it’s a different V word that made
them Lucy and Ethel. Velcro. They surely had that
working together. Not the right V word. Venerable
(um, that’s us. They aren’t old enough.) Ventriloquists.
Kite Tales

Edie and Claudia at the musical “Thirteen”
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1.

1. Claudia at the RA
Christmas party

2.

3.

2. Edie and Sue

4.

5.

Edie and Claudia as Ethel and Lucy

Kite Tales

3. First Advisory Board—Front L to R: Edie, Claudia, Marilyn Morton, Judy
Enderle, Svett Strickland, Stephanie Jacob Gordon, Lisze Bechtold, Back L to
R: Sue Alexander, Jamie Zollars, Caroline Hatton, Mary Ann Dames, Dawne
Knobbe, JulieWilliams, Mary Peterson, Mark Fearing (2002) 4. Claudia,
Samantha McFerrin, assistant editor at Chronicle Books, and Edie at our first
Writer’s Day, 2002 5. Claudia, Edie, Judy, Stephanie, and Sue at the goodbye
party for Judy who was moving to the Northwest
14
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Lee Wind Receives Sue Alexander Service
and Encouragement Award 2010

T

The Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award was
presented to LeeWind by Edie Pagliasotti and Claudia
Harrington on behalf of Sue Alexander.

And then, I stood at the
mic and looked out at
the faces. My friend and
co-coordinator for the
past two and a half years
of the Westside Writers’
Schmooze, Rita Crayon
Huang. My friends Sara
Wilson Etienne and
Photo by Joan Graham
Greg Pincus who built the
schmooze to such success
before Rita and I took it over. My friend Karol Ruth
Silverstein, who along with Charlie Cohen, is now
taking over the Schmooze from Rita and myself.

In the words of Edie and Claudia:

We had so many very well deserving nominations
this year from all of you, but there was one name that
kept coming up over and over and over. The SASE was
started by our wonderful and extraordinarily giving
Sue Alexander for service and encouragement to the
members of our region.
Not only does this person go out of his way to help in
any way possible, to answer questions, offer a “keep
going,” but he’s one of SCBWI’s die-hard team bloggers
and, along with his cohort Rita, took a great schmooze
and built it into the thriving metropolis it has become.
Having recently said “yes” to yet another volunteer
position, that of Assistant Regional Advisor, we are
thrilled to present this year’s SASE to none other than
the star of karaoke (we hear he does a wicked rendition
of Love Shack): LEE WIND

And I had this wonderful moment of realizing that I
am so fortunate to be part of SCBWI-LA. Amazing
volunteers have worked for decades (30 years now!)
to build us into an incredibly successful region, and I
get to come in and do my part, add my spin, share my
voice. And then let others take it from me and make it
their own.
I’m so excited about the future – of my being Assistant
Regional Advisor now and, in November, Co-Regional
Advisor with Sarah Laurenson. We have plans and
ideas and our own spin on things that we can’t wait
to kick off with this year’s Working Writer’s Retreat
(September 9-11, 2011 – registration opens May 1st).
Truly, every hour of volunteering for SCBWI has been
rewarding – and sometimes in ways I didn’t expect. I
often say that a career as a writer and/or illustrator
of children’s literature has four parts that we have to
balance – inspiration, craft, business, and community.
Attending SCBWI events always gave me the first
three, but it was really volunteering that made me feel
that I belonged to this community. And the wonder of
it is, by giving of my time and energies, I feel that the
community belongs to me, too.

In Lee’s words:

When Edie and Claudia were doing their introduction
for the person who had won the 2010 Sue Alexander
Service and Encouragement Award, I was contentedly
curious as to who it would be - and then they
mentioned something about this person’s work for the
SCBWI Team Blog. I looked around the auditorium,
trying to figure out how it was possible for one of
my Team Blog friends to be there without my having
noticed.
And then, Claudia said “he” and it hit me.... They must
mean me. But...me? Really?
There were hoots and applause and I was hugging Edie
and Claudia and holding this heavy lead crystal book
with my name engraved on it and making a joke about
how I guess I could call this my first book.
Kite Tales

Thank you. I am deeply honored.
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WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

Imagination Rules the World:
To Kenya and Beyond
Extreme SchoolVisit
by Lori Polydoros

W

What is imagination? How much
is innate or developed through
experience? My recent time
working in rural schools in
Kenya has left me thinking about
imagination and the role of the
storyteller. These days, authors
have to be super heroes, ready to
battle technology and economic
hardship, poverty, and war across
the globe. But words have the
power to transform and change the
parameters of imagination.
And imagination can rule the world
(as Napoleon said, believe it or
not!).

Students at Kajire Primary, in Kenya, Africa

Kite Tales

Students in Kenya enjoy football at a school visit by author
Lori Polydoros

Imagination is the way we make
sense of the world. It allows the
mind to create, and provides
meaning to experience and
knowledge. Aristotle first linked
imagination to art. Listening to
or reading stories may be the best
training to building this mystical,
infinite process.
It is through connections and
relationships that we can help
promote imagination around the
world. Our non-profit organization,
Connect the Kids, helps promote
education of underprivileged
students by matching rural schools
in Africa and Latin America with
schools/clubs in the United States
and Europe, focusing on creating
teacher-to-teacher and studentto-student relationships through
pen pal communication and crosscultural education, fundraising, and
collecting school supplies.
We made our first trip out into the
field last December, working with
three schools in the rural villages
of Sigala Hills, Southeastern Kenya,
where the need is great. Students
cannot go to school without a
pencil, uniform, or shoes. With an
eighty-five percent unemployment
rate, parents have a difficult time
providing these necessities.
16

My son and I packed the donations
we’d collected through the school
community at the Orange County
Educational Arts Academy in Santa
Ana, CA, and from other generous
donors. Our four large suitcases
included: two laptops, 300
children’s books, boxes and boxes
of school supplies, and sports
equipment.
After beautiful ceremonies at each
school, we met with teachers
and administrators, worked in
classrooms, and set up sports
activities for students aged 4-16.
Kenyan educators do not have the
same training opportunities as
teachers in the U.S, and they were
so thankful to learn how to use the
books in the classrooms.
We organized relay races (tennis
balls between the knees and
Frisbees balanced on the head
were the favorites!) jump rope
activities, and football, soccer,
and catching exercises. Filled with
laughter, sunshine (100 degrees
+ humidity,) and the universal
language of play, these games
were by far the most successful.
Yet, working in these Kenyan
classrooms affected me the most.
(continued next page)
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Clad in their yellow and blue
uniforms, each student at Kajire
Primary stood, recited their
morning greetings in English and
Swahili. Back on their well-worn,
wooden benches, the students
sat silently, and I tried my best
to engage them in an interactive
discussion about story. I introduced
the book I’d be reading—Mary
Pope Osborne’s Afternoon in the
Amazon, in the Magic Tree House
Series. Unaware of their level of
English, I wasn’t sure how much
they understood. It was strange
reading an early chapter book to
this age group—some of the boys
looked about 16. But in Kenya,
students don’t move forward to
secondary school until they pass
their exams.
Digging in to the story, I tried
to perform the roles of the
adventurous Jack and Annie and
their mouse, Peanut. The students
were silent, so I got sillier. The
kids enjoyed the strange words,
like “yow” and “yikes.” Together, we
repeated them aloud over and over,
and no one could stop laughing.
We brainstormed characters and
setting, and began to write a
paragraph with the prompt--”If I
Had a Magic Tree House, I would
go to....” But the students had a
tough time getting started. It made
me realize that maybe imagination
has different parameters here in
Sigala Hills. I wonder about their
prior knowledge—what imaginary
safaris, or journeys, they have
taken in their minds.
We listed the continents on the
chalkboard, and talked about
Kite Tales

(Above) Students at Kajire Primary
School in Kenya listening to author Lori
Polydoros on a school visit
(Right) Frisbee balancing races included
in the day’s sporting events!

the rainforest as the setting in
the book--but it’s tough to find
other imaginary destinations--the
moon, a volcano, the time of the
dinosaurs. Livingston, the smallest,
yet most verbal boy in the class
stood proud and read, “In my
magic tree house I will go to the
moon. I will see a monster there.”
I erupted in applause and danced
around the room, once again
reinforcing their perception of me
as a bizarre American lady. But I
was so happy to move one notch
further past the gap between us,
thrilled that it was story telling
that bridged the barrier.
My time with the students came
to an end. As I said goodbye, I
wondered what, if any, impact
I might have had on these kids.
Naively, I overestimated their
willingness to jump right into
conversations about books and
ideas. But I feel we took a step
together. I know that words are
powerful weapons that can help end
war and bring food to the table.
17

We know that kids (and grownups) need books. We know that
books change lives. Stories help
grow imagination and open new
doors for all of us. So get ready.
Put on your super suit and write.
Refine your super powers and
write. And be diligent about
getting your stories out there, so
they, too, can soar across the globe.
You are the storyteller.
And imagination rules the world.
Lori Polydoros
is a SCBWI/
OC volunteer,
teacher, traveler,
and children’s
author.To contact
her or get more
information on her organization,
Connect the Kids, go to: www.
loripolydoros.com , http://
encuentrodecuentos.blogspot.com/
or www.connectthekids.com (site in
progress).
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Illustrators...Who Are You? Tell Your Story!
Creating a Successful Portfolio
Perspective: Competition Entrant

Perspective: Competition Coordinator

by Debbie Ridpath Ohi – Illustrator, Honor AwardWinner

by Priscilla Burris – SCBWI US Illustrator Coordinator

The 2010 SCBWI Summer
conference was a career changer
for me.You may have already
read my report on the experience
online. Here’s my summary in
a nutshell: I signed up for the
conference with writing as my
focus but left the conference
inspired to pursue children’s book
illustration.

What do you most love about
illustrating? What kind of work do
you want to do?
These questions should be in the
forefront of your mind, heart, and
soul, as you prepare your portfolio
for an event such as the 2011
SCBWI Summer Conference.
Style comes to mind when deciding on what to include
or not include in one’s portfolio, yet it goes beyond the
type of illustration that you are creating.Your portfolio
images showcase what stirs and inspires you and what
you are offering to bring to children’s book publishing.

Not only that, one of the showcase judges was Justin
Chanda, a publisher of three flagship imprints at Simon
& Schuster— Atheneum, BFYR, and McElderry.
Shortly after the conference, he offered me a book
contract (!) illustrating Michael Ian Black’s newest
picture book, I’m Bored.

Consider how you might answer these questions
regarding your portfolio:

My illustrator friend, Beckett Gladney, convinced
me to enter the Illustrator Portfolio Showcase. She
browsed my Flickr account and chose the pieces she
thought were my strongest. Interestingly enough, most
of these pieces were NOT ones I
would have chosen myself. She also
made me a gorgeous portfolio cover!
(artbeco.etsy.com) The night before
I was to submit my portfolio at the
convention, we spread the printouts
on the hotel room floor and talked
about what should be included.

Do I have any doubts about any of my images?—Don’t
blink. Remove immediately.
Is there a sense of consistency
throughout the portfolio?—If you
include different styles, simply
organize your images with this in
mind.
Are my illustrations ‘marketable’?—
Rather than trying to fit into a
particular market or publisher’s
‘needs,’ research heavily, learn where
your illustration is best suited, and
head in that direction!
(continued next page, left column)
Kite Tales

In the end, I won an Honor Award,
which was one of the two runnersup in the overall showcase, as well as
being chosen as one of six winners of
“Gardener” by Debbie Ridpath Ohi
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Competition Entrant
an Illustrator Mentorship Award. I was floored!

Competition Coordinator
What comes naturally when you doodle or sketch
playfully?—Sometimes playful can turn into serious
business. Consider developing some of your sketches
into finished images.

Here are some things I learned from my experience:
Strive to be unique
Judges were drawn to my style because it was different
from most other illustrators.

From some of our professionals in this field, I share
these treasures with you:

What I considered my most polished pieces in the
portfolio tended to be the least liked by my mentors,
because they were too much like other illustrations in
other portfolios.

“Be creative and unique in your
presentation, but overall, do be
professional and concise.” Priscilla Burris

One of the mentors even advised against my taking art
courses or seeking general critique because I could end
up losing the unique quality that appealed to them so
much.

“Judges are drawn to illustrations that
engage the reader with story and
emotion….” Debbie Ridpath Ohi

On multiple styles
One of the SCBWI mentors commented that one
of the reasons my portfolio got their attention was
because I had so many styles yet handled all of them
well. Overall, however, I needed to cut down the styles
represented in my portfolio.

Caldecott Winning Illustrator David Diaz advises,
“Edit, edit, edit. Eliminate all of your mediocre work.”
Art Agent & Representative Christina Tugeau
encourages illustrators to always have fresh, new, and
completely YOU work to show in your portfolio.
“Consider how you can make your characters ‘real,’
appealing, and embraceable. Don’t compromise! Stand
out. Be memorable and always keep this in mind: good
drawing, good color, good composition!”

Include a
sequence of
storytelling
images
All of my
images were
one-offs, very
different from
each other.
What I learned
from my
mentorship
“Monster Ice Cream” by Debbie Ridpath Ohi
sessions: that
I needed to
include a sequence of images with the same character
or characters, to show how I could tell a story through
my illustrations, and to prove that I could keep the
character consistent-looking throughout.

Hilariously suggested by Art Director Cecilia Yung:
“To be tattooed on the drawing hand: Who, when, how,
what, why. And on the other hand: Action, reaction,
interaction.” More seriously: “The portfolio must
address the needs of narrative illustration.”
Renowned Illustrator and Teacher of Children’s Book
Illustration at Pratt and Parsons in New York Pat
Cummings stresses these important points:

· “Limit to 12 pieces. Each one should show

something the others don’t: your facility with
perspective, color, lighting, scale, line, pattern, etc.

(continued next page, right column)

(continued next page, left column)
Kite Tales
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· “Each piece needs to be up to the level of the best

Engage the viewer
Something else that I learned during my mentorship
sessions: technique wasn’t as important as the content
in my illustrations. Judges were drawn to illustrations
that engaged the reader with story and emotion,
and 99% of comments from the mentors during our
sessions were about the story, character interactions, or
emotions in my illustrations.

one in the book.

· “Show a character (child preferably) at least

twice so it’s clear you can nail the character from
different angles.

· “Expression, expression, expression. It’s an

emotionally driven medium and nuanced facial
expression (even when it’s two dots and a dash)
will be noticed.”

Get the opinion of someone you trust
I will always be
grateful to my friend
Beckett for convincing
me to (1) enter the
SCBWI Illustration
Showcase and (2)
choose pieces I
wouldn’t ordinarily
have considered.

As far as presentation, your portfolio need not be
overly slick, over-the-top decorated, or oversized. Be
creative and unique in your presentation, but overall,
do be professional and concise.
Pay close attention to your business card, or better yet,
your promotional card. An illustrator’s calling card
should be full of important information visually and
offer a feeling of storytelling in itself. The story is who
you are as an illustrator! This is easier said than done.
It can be difficult to decide what image or images to
include on this takeaway gift for interested parties.
Have fun with it, but make sure it shouts “YOU” all
over it!

My advice to others:
Don’t assume that
what you consider
“Robot” by Debbie Ridpath Ohi
to be your strongest
pieces ARE your
strongest pieces. Find someone you trust and get their
advice when putting together your portfolio.

Above all: Don’t hold back. Illustrate what your head,
heart, and hands are nudging you to create! Illustrate
what you love. It’ll show up in your portfolio!

Keep learning. Attend SCBWI events. Meet and get to
know other illustrators. Exchange knowledge.
Some links
Along with the other SCBWI Mentees, I’ve been
posting about what I’ve learned in our Where The
Sidewalk Begins blog at http://bit.ly/mentees. On
Twitter: @KidLitArtists.

Priscilla Burris
has illustrated
numerous books
and materials
for children,
parents, and
teachers. Since
1998, she has
held the position
of National
Illustrator
Coordinator for
the SCBWI.

Some blogs where I post or will be posting about my
illustration process:
Pixel Shavings (http://pixelshavings.blogspot.com)
Sketcharound (http://sketcharound.blogspot.com)
Debbie Ridpath Ohi is an illustrator and writer based in
Toronto, currently illustrating I’m Bored, written by Michael
Ian Black (Simon & Schuster, 2012). www.DebbieOhi.
com.Twitter: @inkyelbows.

“Summer Girl” by Priscilla Burris

Kite Tales
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Finding the Right Way to
Share Your Writing
by Cheryl Klein

I wrote a book by accident, but I self-published it on purpose.

A

And I am fully aware how bizarre both halves of that
statement sound, given that I’m a senior editor at one
of the largest children’s publishing houses in New York.
How could I not know I was writing a book? Why
would I choose to self-publish in that circumstance?
The answers demonstrate how uniquely individual
every writing project is, and how diverse publishing
opportunities are becoming in this new technological
age.

I realized such
a project could
actually happen,
if I could find the
right way to put it
together and get it
out into the world.
Eventually I decided the right way was self-publishing.
To self-publish a book successfully, a writer needs first
the ability to make a quality and professional-looking
volume, and then the ability to get it out to the book’s
intended audience. I felt that my years of experience
in the publishing industry gave me the former, while
my website, blog, and speaking engagements gave me
the latter—a strong platform from which to reach
children’s and YA writers directly. But how could I be
sure there was an audience willing to pay for all the
talks in a book? And where would I get the money to
fund a whole printing?

To explain the accident part first: I gave my first talk
on writing and publishing at an SCBWI conference
in the autumn of 2004—a speech called “Finding a
Publisher and Falling in Love.” I enjoyed delivering
the speech, but more than that, I loved the process of
writing it, of finally having the opportunity to sit down
and think through a literary issue that interested me:
how writers and editors connect over manuscripts,
or don’t, and how that’s very much like connecting
with a romantic partner—or not. The next year, I gave
another talk on how to hook readers into your novel
and hold them there, and the mad note-taking of a
writer at that conference inspired me to put these two
talks online so all writers could benefit from them.

These answers arrived in the spring of 2009, when an
artist friend told me about Kickstarter.com, a website
that lets users raise money to fund their creative
projects. I fell instantly in love with the possibilities,
and my project to fund my book went live on July
1, 2009, with a stated goal of raising $2000 in two
months. I posted about it on my blog, Twitter, and
Facebook, and thanks to the audience I’d won in five
years of speaking and four years of posting my talks
online, I raised the $2000 in just nine days.

And thus a pattern was born: I’d be asked to attend a
conference, come up with a topic I wanted to explore,
write and deliver the talk on that topic, and then post
the talk on my website. Over time I wrote about plot,
morality, revision techniques, character, what makes
a good picture-book manuscript (a talk given at Los
Angeles SCBWI in 2007) . . . As the number of talks
online grew, so did the audience for my website,
and soon people started asking me when I might
publish a whole book on writing. When I looked at
the manuscript length of my accumulated speeches,
Kite Tales

Over the next year, I revised the talks extensively
(rewriting my speech on voice completely), hired a
(continued next page)
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freelance designer to typeset the
manuscript, and worked with the
designer to create the cover, under
the title Second Sight: An Editor’s Talks
onWriting, Revising, and Publishing Books
for Children andYoung Adults. It finally
came out this past March, and very
few moments in my life have been
quite as dizzying and wonderful as
seeing all my thoughts collected in
320 beautiful pages.

services traditional publishing offers.
I believe writers of fiction especially
will always benefit from working
closely with an editor, who can offer
the direct emotional response of an
ideal reader, and help writers finetune those responses in turn. But for
this project, at this time in my life,
self-publishing was right for me. If
you have the chance to read Second
Sight, I hope you enjoy it and find it
useful; and I wish you all the best of
luck in finding the right ways to share
your work with the world.

Would I recommend self-publishing
for everyone? No. If you don’t have a
platform and you’d rather not spend
time building one; if you want to
see your book widely distributed
in bookstores, or have an audience greater than
people you can connect with in person or online; or
if you’re not capable of editing your own work with
an unflinching eye, you will likely do better with the

Cheryl Klein is a senior editor at Arthur
A. Levine Books, an imprint of Scholastic
Inc., where she works with LisaYee, Francisco X. Stork, and
Trent Reedy, among many other wonderful authors. For more
information about Cheryl and Second Sight, please visit
http://cherylklein.com.

Cartoon by Debbie Ohi Ridpath www.inkygirl.com
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POET’S PERSPECTIVE

Ten Things I Learned from My
Cats about Writing Haiku
by Lee Wardlaw

A

growing friendship? Prose seemed humdrum. Rhyme?
Too cute-sy. Then I thought of haiku. Cats are haiku:
they live in the moment; they are simple yet elegant;
they speak volumes in a few meows. If Mai Tai could
talk, I knew he would tell his tale in that austere form of
poetry. After all, it was he and his fellow felines who’d
taught me a thing or ten about haiku in the first place,
such as…

A few months after our elderly cat died, I took my
eight-year-old son, Patterson, to the local animal
shelter to “interview” kittens. The scene resembled
something out of Goldilocks and the Three Bears: “That
one is too shy. This one bites. Ew! That one’s napping in
his litter box! But this one is just right.”
We adopted the mewing, pocket-sized puffball and
brought him home – where he skittered under a bed
and hid for three days. Patterson lured him out at
last by dangling a shell lei. He named the kitten Mai
Tai, and as the weeks passed, the two of them became
comrades-in-paws – snuggling under blankets together,

1. There is no yesterday; there is no tomorrow.
There is only you scratching me under my chin
now.
The best haiku poems emerge from a right-this-instant
experience. Use present tense to heighten immediacy
– especially if writing from memory. Avoid using your
imagination to create haiku; they will lack authenticity.
2. When poised at a hole, remain still – and use
your ears, eyes, nose, whiskers and mouth to
detect a lurking gopher.
Observation is crucial to good haiku. Quiet your
mind and use all five (or more!) senses to absorb the
moment.
A dog stopped here once.
And here.There. And here again.
Oh, a cat’s nose knows!
3. Be patient. Then, when least expected –
pounce!
Your haiku should capture a moment in time, revealing
a surprise or evoking “a-ha!” or “ah.” This pounce helps
the reader awaken and experience the ordinary in an
extraordinary way.

Illustrations by EugeneYelchin from Won Ton: A Cat Tale Told in
Haiku by LeeWardlaw

playing “Chase the Ping-Pong Ball,” even lapping out of
the same cereal bowl – and I knew I had an idea for a
new book.

Pesky fly! Allow
me to muzzle his buzzle.
Never mind the lamp.

But how to best tell the story of a shelter cat and the
boy who takes him home? The ups and downs (or in
Mai Tai’s case, the let-me-ins/let-me-outs) of their
Kite Tales
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4. Most cats have18 toes –
unless we’re polydactyl; then
we might have 20…or 22…
even 28!
Traditional Japanese haiku feature
a total of seventeen beats: five in
the first line, seven in the second,
five in the third. This 5-7-5 rule
doesn’t apply to American haiku,
however, because our phonetic
syllables convey more information

Won Ton: A Cat Tale Told in Haiku by Lee
Wardlaw, illustrated by EugeneYelchin

than needed. The result can sound
awkward or forced. So don’t fret if
your haiku turns out 2-3-2 or 5-64. What’s important is the essence
of your chosen moment.
5. When I’m out, I want in;
when I’m in, I want out.
Mostly, I want out. That’s
where the rats, gophers,
lizards, snakes, bugs, and
birds are.
Traditional haiku feature themes
of nature. Try to use a kigo (season)
word to hint at the weather or time
of year.
Crickets crunch. Mice snap.
Wing thing makes a dusty snack.
No meat on a moth.
Kite Tales

6. What part of meow don’t
you understand?
If you tease a cat, it won’t bother
to holler – it will bite or scratch.
It shows its annoyance rather than
tells.Your haiku should follow suit.
Instead of explaining, it should
illustrate a meaning or emotion
through a vivid image.
Latch squeaks. Door swings wide.
Free! Free at last!Yet, one claw
snags, clings to what’s known.
7. Just because I have
the slick licorice fur of a
panther, the gold-coin eyes
of a panther, and the stealth
hunting skills of a panther,
doesn’t mean I am a panther.
I might simply be a Black
American Shorthair pussycat!
Some three-lined, unrhymed
poems look and act like haiku, but
are actually senryu, a similar form
of Japanese poetry. Both contain
the same number of beats; both
capture a moment’s essence. In
haiku, that moment focuses on
nature. In senryu, the foibles of
human nature (or, in this case, cat
nature!) are the focus, expressed
by a narrator in a humorous,
playful, satirical, or ironic way.
Dogs have hair. Cats fur.
Dogs whine, yip, howl, bark. Cats purr.
I say: No contest.
8. If you refuse to play with
me, I will snooze on your
keyboard, flick pens off your
desk, and shed in your printer.
Yes, haiku has ‘rules’ – but don’t
forget to play! Make words your
toys and frolic with new ways to
portray images, emotions, themes,
24

conflicts, and character. After all,
if you’re not having fun, what’s the
point?
Oops! I mistook these
for wiggly worms. I didn’t
know they were your toes.
9. I sense when you’re sad,
sick, or sleepy, and will make
a point to comfort you by
sitting on your lap – especially
if you’re allergic to me.
At the heart of haiku is care and
compassion for all living things –
including those misguided people
who hate cats.
Your tummy, soft as
Warm dough. I knead and knead, then
Bake it with a nap.
And speaking of naps…
10. When in doubt, sleep.
Take time to revise and hone your
haiku. If you grow weary, well,
there’s always that comfy looking
couch….
Lee Wardlaw
claims her first
spoken word
was ‘kitty’.
Since then,
she’s shared
her life with
more than two
dozen cats and published more than
two-dozen award-winning books for
young readers, including Won Ton:
A Cat Tale Told in Haiku, which
received starred reviews from Kirkus,
SLJ and Booklist.
www.leewardlaw.com
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SCBWI AT 40

The SCBWI at Forty
by Stephen Mooser

Dorothy Leon also
joined that first year
and spearheaded efforts
to assist and recognize
children’s magazine
Stephen Mooser, President, SCBWI
authors and illustrators.
In September of 1992, Board Member Tomie dePaola
successfully lobbied to change the name and mission of
the SCBW to include illustrators and the SCBWI was
born. Not long after, Bruce Balan helped develop the
initial website and other electronic programs, greatly
increasing the SCBWI’s ability to build a worldwide
presence. Canada became the first SCBWI chapter
outside the US. Under the first International RA,
Rebecca Gold, more chapters were added. Later, under
the International leadership of Erzsi Deak then and
today Kathleen Ahrens, the organization has expanded
to more than thirty countries from Malaysia to
Mongolia and Italy to India.

In 1971, two young writers, newly hired to
write a series of reading books for children,
met at the Southwest Regional Laboratory in
Los Alamitos, near Los Angeles.

N

Neither Stephen Mooser nor Lin Oliver had written
anything for children before and didn’t know where
to turn. None of the existing author organizations
had groups, publications, or workshops geared to the
children’s book writer. Seeing the need for such a
group, they printed up a one page brochure, took out
an ad in Writer’s Digest, and ushered the then SCBW
into the world.
What they did not realize forty years ago was that
they were not merely starting an organization, but
were creating a community that would, eventually,
have a profound effect on the children’s book industry
as well as on thousands of
individuals and countless
children around the
world. Over the years, the
organization has grown to
be the single largest writer’s
group in the world, and the
most active.

That first year the
membership totaled fifty
people. This year, 2011, the
SCBWI rolls contain over
22,000 around the world.
This growth would not have
been possible without the
dedication of hundreds of
The week after that initial
volunteers, including an
ad appeared, the first
amazing group of Regional
member, the late Sue
Advisors, who shared
Alexander, joined. Among
the original dream of the
her many contributions
SCBWI and helped to make
to the SCBW was the
it happen. The original
Stephen Mooser, Lin Oliver, and Sue Alexander at the First SCBW
founding of the Golden Kite
RA Chairperson Stephanie
National Conference in 1971
Award and the inspiration for
Gordon, later joined by Judy
the first conference. At that first conference, in 1971,
Enderle guided the SCBWI for many years. When they
the keynote speakers were Sid Fleischman and Jane
stepped aside, Cheryl Zach, the current RA Chair,
Yolen, two extraordinary authors who have continued
took over and continued to lead with the same energy,
to provide the organization with valuable support and
kindness, and creativity.
advice. Fifty-five people attended that first conference,
held at a seaside hotel in Santa Monica, where deluxe
(continued next page)
rooms were going for $12 a night.
Kite Tales
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Oliver want to personally thank everyone who made
these nearly forty years of the SCBWI possible. As they
have said on many occasions, “We hope our members
feel as we do, that we are incredibly lucky to be part of
the SCBWI—an organization we consider much more
than a successful story, but a community of cherished
friends.”

We continue to expand and build on our network
of regions, conferences and workshops, and also to
expand the many services we can offer through the
website. We are particularly excited to introduce late
this year a keyword search through 250 past Bulletins.

TIMELINE

President Stephen Mooser and Executive Director Lin

1997—Membership tops 10,000
1999—Erzi Deak becomes International RA Advisor and
holds conference in Paris.
1999—All 25 SCBWI Publications combined into
Publication Guide
1999—Move into current offices at 8271 Beverly Blvd,
Los Angeles
1999—First Mid-Year National Conference held at
Roosevelt Hotel
2000—Membership tops 15,000
2000—New York Conference attracts 600
2002—Interactive website introduced
2003—Board establishes Tribute Fund
2003—SCBWI teams with Bologna Book Fair for first
SCBWI International conference
2004—SCBWI membership at 19,500
2004—70 United States Regions, 30 International
Regions
2005—Jan/Feb Bulletin is the 200th issue
2005—SCBWI Membership contributes more than
2,000 “comfort kits” to children in Louisiana impacted by
Hurricane Katrina
2005—Cecilia Yung ushers in full-color illustrated, kitethemed Bulletin covers. The SCBWI hangs the original
art in the offices.
2008—SCBWI creates two Master Class DVDs, one
featuring Tomie dePaola, the other Richard Peck
2009-2010—Aaron Hartzler and Sally Crock lead the
way to complete website revamp, ushering in the ability
to deliver all services electronically
2010—Membership at 22,000 worldwide in regions
from Mongolia to Minnesota and India to Indianapolis.
Approximately 35 international regions and 80 in the US.
2010—In cooperation with the NICCL Museum in
Abilene, Texas, David Diaz helps organize 3-year national
tour of art from Golden Kite winning books.
2011—40th Anniversary of the SCBWI

1971—Steve Mooser and Lin Oliver found SCBW
1971—First four-page Bulletin published June 1971
1971—First National Conference held at Miramar
Hotel, Santa Monica. Jane Yolen and Sid Fleischman
give keynote speeches. Attendance 55. Cost for
double, ocean view room $18
1971—Membership at end of year -50
1973—Golden Kite Award established. Bette
Greene wins for Summer of My German Soldier
1973—Jane Yolen organizes first regional
conference, in Northampton, MA
1975—19 Regional Chapters in existence
1976—Don Freeman designs Golden Kite seal
1977 –Work-in-Progress grants established
1977—Membership reaches 650
1978—Golden Kite for nonfiction first awarded
1979—Don Freeman Grant for Picture Book
Illustration established
1980—First New York conference held at Bank
Street College
1983—Membership at 2,000
1986—Membership 3,000
1987—Membership 4,000
1991—Tomie de Paola lobbies to include illustrators
1992—Membership now has doubled to 8,000
1992—Name officially changes to Society of
Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators
1992—Barbara Karlin Grant for picture book text
established
1993—First office opens in West Hills, California,
administered by Sue Alexander
1996—Office moves to shared facilities with Lin
Oliver Productions in Beverly Hills
1996—Bruce Balan helps establish first SCBWI
website
1996—25th Anniversary Conference draws nearly
1,000 attendees to Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles

Kite Tales
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SCBWI-LA Writer’s Day Report 2011
by Sally Jones Rogan Photos by Joan Graham

W

Writer’s Day, 2011, and the only things missing from
SCBWI-L.A.’s 30th birthday celebration were a cake
and Sue Alexander to blow out the candles!
Attendees received presents – snazzy blue book bags,
and like all good parties, we caught up with friends:
regional advisors, past, present and, yes, future. Edie
Pagliasotti and Claudia Harrington made it official.
They are handing their thrones to Sarah Laurenson and
Lee Wind. We just hope Sarah and Lee don’t hand them
back when they see how much work is involved – but
more on that later!

SCBWI-L.A. RA’s present and past. From L to R: LeeWind, Sarah
Laurenson, Judy Enderle, Claudia Harrington, Edie Pagliasotti,
Stephanie Jacob Gordon, Marilyn Morton, JulieWilliams

the audience with her description of how it felt to
receive the 6 a.m. call telling her she had won the John
Newbery Award for her novel, The Higher Power of Lucky.
Pointing to the shield painted
on the wall of Clairbourn
School gym, she translated:
“Verite Sans Peur”—“Truth
Without Fear,” a fitting quote
for writers.

Ventura RA, Alexis O’Neill, with her usual panache,
led the audience in a spirited rendition of “Happy
Birthday,” and the impressive strains rising from SCBWI
members proved that we can sing too!
Of course, the most generous
gift was the wisdom and
expertise given by the
impressive line-up of speakers.

Following a delicious
lunch, prolific author Tony
Johnston treated us to her
own menu of soul food by
captivating the audience with
Author Tony Johnston
excerpts from her books. Says
Tony: “The hardest thing about writing picture books
is to keep it simple.” She cautions writers to avoid the
“Cinderella” syndrome by trying to push a story into a
form that it doesn’t fit.

Margaret Miller, editor
at Bloomsbury Children’s
Books, USA, kicked off with an
editor’s perspective on writer/
editor relations during a book’s
Editor Margaret Miller
journey to publication stating
the importance of a writer and
editor having a similar vision for a manuscript.

Author Susan Patron

Kite Tales

Newbery Award
winner Susan Patron
presented an inspiring,
heartfelt talk about
the courage it takes to
write when it seems
others have already
explored all your
ideas! She charmed

The concurrent Professional Forum session heard
Judith Ross Enderle, Stephanie Jacob Gordon,
and Julie Williams discuss innovative uses of time
when not writing. Working with your hands and
creative playfulness were some suggestions to get back
into a story while all three speakers recommended
“Tangling” (formalized doodling), to keep the
(continued next page)
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said. “In which
other industry
would people
tell you how to
get their jobs?”
Edie stated that
she still hadn’t
received the RA
job description
Claudia
Professional Forum: authors Stephanie Jacob
promised her ten
Gordon, JulieWilliams, Judy Enderle
years ago, but all
agreed that they have never regretted their involvement
with such an amazing organization.

imaginative brain in harmony. Julie displayed examples
of paper dolls and storyboards that help her visualize
characters and settings.
NewYork Times bestselling
YA author Rachel Cohn’s
energetic, fact-packed talk
demonstrated that first
pages should make great
impressions. They establish
tone and set up the whole
book. “Respect and like
your characters,” Rachel
said. “Don’t parent them!”
Author Rachel Cohn
Although you could not pay
Rachel to go back to high school she finds pleasure
penning for young adults and has no problem writing
the sometimes “edgy” topics and realistic dialogue that
keep her readers hooked. She deals with “Nay-Sayers”
by covering her ears and singing “la-la-la-la!”
Bruce Coville’s animated
and lively session was perfect
as final speaker at the party.
Bruce, the author of some
100 books, spirited us
away to different worlds.
“Fantasy liberates kids,” he
says, “sweeps them into
another place. Fantasy builds
Author Bruce Coville
dreams—often what real
life is built on.” Bruce discussed key elements of the
genre, and emphasized keeping the rules of a
fantasy world consistent.

Attendees roared as Claudia
produced three sparkly tiaras and
a scepter (with detachable ball)
for incoming and outgoing RAs. In
turn, Claudia and Edie were visibly
touched when “gifts for the senses”
and a rousing, well-deserved,
standing ovation were given in
appreciation of their SCBWI
dedication over the last ten years.
Sarah Laurenson crowned
Lee Wind was also the proud and
incoming RA
deserving recipient of this year’s
Sue Alexander Service Award, and
was temporarily speechless! Like all good writers, he
found the words and along with his thanks, promised
great things for SCBWI-L.A. during his and Sarah’s
term. “To the Moon,” he said.
We’re down, Sarah and Lee. Happy 30th Birthday,
SCBWI-L.A.!

To end a perfect party, RA Edie
Pagliasotti and emeritus
RA Claudia Harrington
introduced the very first L.A.
Regional Advisors, Judith Ross
Enderle and Stephanie Jacob
Gordon, followed by Marilyn
Morton and Julie Williams.
All noted that SCBWI
was like family. “SCBWI
members share what they
Outgoing RA’s Claudia and Edie have learned,” Stephanie
Kite Tales

Sally Jones Rogan is a long-time SCBWI
and L.A. Board member whose middle
grade Penhaligon books (Alfred A. Knopf)
have won the NYPL 100 Best Books
for Reading and Sharing Award and a
nomination for Arizona State’s Grand
Canyon Reader’s Award, and are listed in
the California Reader’s Collection. She is
currently working on a historical fiction
novel when not working at her “day job”
at an LAUSD EL School Library.
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ILLUSTRATOR’S GALLERY

Megan Frances Abrahams

www.meganfrances.com

When she was in grade 2, someone asked the children in her class what
they wanted to be when they grew up. Megan was the first to answer.
“An artist and author,” she said. When she heard the other girls hoped
to be princesses, Megan wished she’d thought of that. Since then, she’s
wasted a lot of time on misguided pursuits like wanting to be a princess.
Born in Canada, Megan grew up writing, drawing, and painting in her
spare time. When she was in high school, Megan’s family relocated to
the Bahamas. The intense light and saturated colors of the sub-tropics
made a profound impression on her, later
influencing her palette and style.
After high school, Megan studied fine
art at the New School of Art in
Toronto, and L’Ecole des BeauxArts de Saint-Etienne, France.
Enthralled with the romance of the
artist’s life, she went through a phase of painting large abstract
expressionist canvases. Eventually, her parents pointed out her dream
might not seem so romantic if she ended up starving in a drafty attic.
Off she went to university. After two journalism degrees, a career as
a public relations consultant, freelance writer, and editor – and a
sojourn into motherhood – she had a picture book idea.
While living in San Francisco, Megan took Mira Reisberg’s UC Berkeley class, Illustrating
Children’s Books. Since then, she has written, and illustrated sample art for a couple of picture
books. “What fascinates me about creating art – and writing – is how much of it happens in my
head long before it hits paper, as the concept evolves. When it comes to the actual process of
painting, even though I love color, integrity of line is the most important thing.”
Megan is currently writing a YA novel. Her
blog, On BeyondWords & Pictures, explores
aspects of children’s literature. Besides
sharing her own insights, she
interviews children, authors,
illustrators, and editors
including Wendell Minor,
Kathryn Erskine, Patricia Lee
Gauch, and most notably,
Maya Soetoro-Ng, President
Obama’s sister.
www.onbeyondwordsandpictures.com
Kite Tales
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LOW-RESIDENCY MFA PROGRAM SERIES

A Highly Individualized Study:
Spalding University’s MFA
in Writing for Children and
Young Adults

What’s Stopping You?

Spalding University Student Report
by Nancy O’Connor
Over a glass of wine at a party some time ago, I
told a friend that I’d always regretted not finishing
graduate school. Life had gotten in the way, and
I took an elementary
teaching job instead.
Forty years later, I still felt
disappointed. Her response
startled me: “What’s
stopping you?”

Faculty Report by Joyce McDonald

As I write this, it’s almost
time for mid-semester
phone calls, something I
always look forward to. It’s
an opportunity for students
to talk about their visions
for their stories and ask
questions that might not have
come up in our exchange
of letters and emails. By
this time, they have shared
three of the five packets they
send during the six-month
semester, and even the first semester students have
settled into a comfortable routine.

I had a litany of excuses: I
owned my own business,
I didn’t have the time,
graduate school was
expensive, I was fifty-eight,
and I hadn’t been a student
for years. Mostly, I was
afraid I wasn’t good enough.
She nodded, then said, “Those are valid concerns,
but it’s clear you have some unfinished business.
Don’t let those worries stop you.”

Like most low-residency writing programs, Spalding’s
semester begins with a ten-day intensive residency in
May and November. It’s a head-spinning, exciting time,
packed with daily two-hour workshops in a supportive
environment, faculty and graduate student lectures,
panels, readings, and guest speakers. The elegant yet
comfortable lobby of the Brown Hotel in the heart of
Louisville (where faculty and the majority of students
stay during the residency) becomes MFA central, a
place to gather after evening readings to talk shop with
like-minded peers and faculty.

That was a turning point in my life. I began
researching low-residency MFA programs in
Writing for Children. A friend of mine, a professor
of children’s literature and owner of a children’s
bookstore, had been in the first graduating class
from Spalding University in Louisville, KY. I
respected her intellect and knowledge of the
publishing business, and when I listened to her rave
about Spalding’s program, I was sold.

Following the residency students head home to
continue writing their picture books, early chapter
books, and novels. Each semester, they work with
a different mentor, assigned at the residency. Each
mentor brings his or her own unique knowledge of
craft to the experience. During the semester, students
send packets to their mentors for critical input. For the

I was also scared.
But from the moment I checked into the Brown
Hotel in downtown Louisville and met my
professors and classmates, I knew coming to
Spalding was one of the best decisions I’d ever

(continued next page, left column)
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Student Report
made. The warmth and camaraderie with which
I was welcomed made me feel like this was
“family” I just had never met. The talent and
diverse backgrounds of the other students were
impressive. Published and unpublished, young and
old, my fellow MFA students were from all over
the country and from all walks of life. Among them
were a child psychologist who produced plays for
young children, a teen librarian who moonlighted
belly dancing, and a woman who played the
harp, owned an organic blueberry farm, and had
published a picture book illustrated by Tasha Tudor.

Faculty Report
first two semesters, each packet contains a combination
of creative work and two short critical essays for up to
fifty pages.
By the third semester, students are ready to tackle
the extended critical essay. The essay is a minimum of
twenty pages but may be longer. While the creative
work is always the primary focus, these essays are a way
to further explore craft. The focus of the fourth and
final semester is on the
creative thesis. This can
be a middle grade or
young adult novel (or a
portion of one, minimum
seventy-five pages), early
chapter books, or eight
picture books.

Because one of Spalding’s special strengths is the
cross-genre aspect of its MFA program, each
residency opened doors for me to the wider world
of writing. When the focus of the semester was
poetry, our Book-in-Common was a collection
by poet laureate W.S. Merwin, and he came to
speak to us. At another residency the focus was
screen writing, and our guest lecturer was Robert
Moresco, co-author of the screenplay that became
the award-winning movie, Crash. A highlight of my
five residencies was participating in a small-group
discussion with the wickedly funny Daniel Handler.
Regrettably, Lemony Snicket was unable to attend,
but Handler represented him well.

Students also prepare a
thirty-minute graduate
lecture and select material
for their graduate reading, both
of which take place at the fifth residency. By this
time they have written and revised what has become
their creative thesis, a work of publishable quality
as is evident from the list of major houses that have
published many of our students’ books. But this is
where the similarities to other low-residency MFA
programs end.

Two years of producing forty pages of original
work every month, reading dozens of craft books
and hundreds of children’s books, writing critical
essays, and coming prepared each spring and
fall for ten intense days of workshops, readings,
lectures, and cultural experiences was an enormous
challenge. After all, I still had that business to
run and all the other obligations life threw at me.
My best friends went off without me on trips to
Egypt and South America while I stayed home and
wrote, but the work was a joy! The professors,
while holding us to rigorous standards, were always
encouraging. I learned more than I could ever have
imagined, and I treasure the special friendships with
both faculty and classmates, which have endured
across time and distance.

Whereas several MFA programs separate writing for
children and young adults from other genres, Spalding
has a cross-genre focus that enriches the entire writing
community. Each residency, we highlight one genre
and engage all students in the experience. This includes
reading a book in common, a work by our main guest
speaker. Students also participate in a cross-genre
assignment. The experience brings everyone together
and introduces them to genres they might not have
otherwise explored. It comes as no surprise that some
our students, like many of our notable faculty, go on
to publish in more than one genre.Yet, while all this
is going on, students continue to attend their regular
workshops and lectures in their own genres.
(continued next page, left column)
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Faculty Report
Our writing for children and young adult students
spend their second semester in a different focal area.
Those working on novels in verse or picture books
may choose a semester in poetry; others may opt for
a semester in fiction, creative nonfiction, playwriting
or screenwriting. In their third semester, students
may choose yet another genre or return to writing for
children and young adults. With Spalding’s emphasis
on the cross-genre experience, it’s not uncommon
for students from other genres to spend a semester
or residency in writing for children. The cross-genre
experience fosters community and respect among
all of Spalding’s students, while also enriching their
experience and enhancing their writing.

Student Report
Ella Fitzgerald once wrote, “Just don’t give up
trying to do what you really want to do. Where
there is love and inspiration, I don’t think you can
go wrong.”
So . . . what’s stopping you?
A professional in the educational publishing and
consulting field, Nancy O’Connor’s manuscript, Bear
Cub’s Pizza, won First Runner Up in the 2010 Cheerios
“Spoonful of Stories” contest. She is currently working on
a middle grade adventure set in 13th century Germany.

The program’s flexibility is a welcome factor for
students who aren’t able to attend both the fall and
spring residencies. We offer a longer semester for those
who choose to complete their degree in three years
rather than the usual two. Students attend only the
spring residencies.

To place an ad in KITE TALES:
Contact Bonnie Ferron at
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

Ads must be submitted in .pdf or .jpg format.
• 300 dpi preferred, black & white or color O.K.
• Link to your website at no extra charge.

Our summer abroad program is extremely popular,
particularly with teachers who have their summers
free and wish to earn an advanced degree. The
summer program is open to the entire Spalding MFA
community. Some of our fall/spring students take a
summer residency in order to benefit from another
culture. This year’s destination is Tuscany. Faculty
members take turns teaching in the summer program,
giving students four different mentors. It’s a wonderful
opportunity to experience another culture.

Ad costs are for one calendar year (4 issues)
as follows:
• Business card size: 3.5”w x 2”h = $30
• 1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60
• 1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90
• Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120
Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.
Mail to:  Kite Tales c/o SCBWI,
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

Enrichment also comes in the form of cultural events
that coincide with the MFA program’s emphasis on the
interrelatedness of the arts during the residencies. Over
the years, we have attended plays, operas, symphonies,
ballet, art exhibits, and much more, all of which feed
the creative spirit and enhance writing.

residency MFA in Writing for Children and Young
Adults, visit www.spalding.edu/writing-for-childrenand-young-adults.

Spalding’s MFA program is unique in so many ways, but
our focus is always, first and foremost, on helping our
students not only achieve their goals but surpass them.

Joyce McDonald is the author of Swallowing Stones, an
ALA Top Ten Best Book forYoung Adults, Shades of Simon
Gray, an Edgar Award nominee, and several other novels for
middle grade and young adults. www.joycemcdonald.net

For more information on Spalding University’s BriefKite Tales
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NEWS FROM THE INTERNET

NetGalley

by Carla Killough McClafferty
www.carlamcclafferty.com
delighted. All the rich colors of the
cover, front matter, and interior
photographs were perfect, sharp
and fabulous.   

N

Not long before my new book,
The Many Faces of GeorgeWashington:
Remaking a Presidential Icon
(Carolrhoda, 2011), was released,
I got an interesting email from
the publicist. She explained that
my book had been selected as one
of the titles they were hosting
on NetGalley. What wonderful
news! What perfect timing! . . .
What is NetGalley?
I found out that NetGalley is a
service that allows reviewers,
journalists, librarians, professors,
booksellers, and bloggers to
receive electronic galleys of new
releases—for free. NetGalley is
not designed for curious folks
who just want to read new
books without buying them. It is
designed for professionals who
don’t receive advance reader
copies from the publisher, but who
are in the position to either buy
books or influence others to buy
them. Publishers understand that
bloggers write about books they
love, and those who follow their
blogs just might be enticed to buy
a copy. Lindsay Matvick, senior
publicist at Lerner Books, said,
“NetGalley has allowed us to reach
bloggers in ways we never could
have before.”
Kite Tales

To gain access to the galleys,
a quick and easy membership
registration on www.netgalley.
com is required. Members can
then browse the Public Catalogue
or search for a specific author, title,
or publisher. Once they find a book
they want to see, they request
it. That request is sent to the book’s
publisher, who determines if they
really are a professional reader of
some sort. If they are approved
by the publisher, they receive an
email saying the title is available for
download. The electronic galley is
available to them for a period of
about 60 days.
Of course, as soon as the Lerner
publicist told me my book was
offered on NetGalley, I became a
member and requested my book. I
wanted to see how the process
worked, and I was anxious to
see the quality of the electronic
galley. The Many Faces of George
Washington is filled with vivid color
images, which I hoped would look
as good on the computer screen
as in print. When my newborn
baby book downloaded, I was
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As I moved into full “marketing
mode” I saw the true value of
NetGalley for me as an author.
While I would love to send a
copy of The Many Faces of George
Washington to every reviewer
and blogger who might be
interested, that is financially
impossible. However, with
NetGalley, it is possible. I was able
to share with contacts how they
could see an electronic galley of
my new book on NetGalley—and
I included a widget link that would
take them directly to it.    
NetGalley was an excellent
marketing tool since it made a
review copy available to more
people. Plus, the NetGalley
website included links directly
to my author website, my
Facebook page, and the publisher’s
website. All this publicity—and no
postage!   
Carla is an award winning author of
nonfiction books as well as a popular
speaker at schools
and conferences,
including the
national SCBWI
conference, ALA, IRA,
NCTE, AASL, and
many others. She
lives in North Little
Rock, Arkansas.
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Announcing the winners of the
SCBWI-L.A. 7th Annual Conference
Scholarship Contest for L.A.
Member Writers and Illustrators
The contest—write a story or create an illustration based on
the word – “Cinnamon.” Winners receive free tuition to either
the 2011Summer Conference in Los Angeles or the 2012
Winter Conference in New York City.
The Winning Illustrator:
Christina Forshay for “Cinnamon”
The Winning Writer:
Tracy Holczer for “Driftwood and Cinnamon Sticks”

What the judge had to say about “Driftwood and Cinnamon
Sticks”: “With an economy of language, this story brings the
reader into a poignant scene between a girl and her dying
grandmother. It evokes a strong sense of place, using rich
sensory detail. The dialogue and interior monologue hint at
complex family relationships. Cinnamon is used as a device to
suggest shared memories and a way of keeping the grandmother
connected to life, making it central to the story’s heart.”
Congratulations to Christina and Tracy!

Writing Connections

Writing Connections Disclaimer: KITE TALES accepts members’ ads for writing and illustrating businesses and activities. An ad in KITE TALES does not imply
endorsement by SCBWI, and members are reminded to request additional information from advertisers. We retain the right to refuse and to suspend ads.

Kite Tales
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VOLUNTEER IN THE SPOTLIGHT

O

Volunteer Jill Linden

Once upon a time, a long, long time ago…sometime in the fall of 2009, to be
sort of exact, someone asked, “Is anyone here a professional proofreader?” It
was the last day of the SCBWI-L.A. Working Writers Retreat in Encino. A few
hesitant hands went up. Mine stayed at my side. I knew better than to admit to
something like that. And when I found out that Kite Tales needed a proofreader, I
was especially happy I had not raised my hand. Volunteer for more work? Ha!
But as I drove home from the retreat, I thought about all the great articles in Kite
Tales. About all the great events put on by the SCBWI Tri-Regions of Southern
California. About how nice everyone is at every event. And I thought, why
wouldn’t I want to be a part of all that? So I emailed Rilla, our fabulous editor,
and told her I was ready, willing, and able. I’ve worked in marketing for nearly 20
years, and as a copywriter for many of those years, so I’ve done plenty of proofing.
The job was mine!
I was a little nervous when the first round of articles arrived. Would this be too
time-consuming? Would it take me away from my own writing (mainly funny—I
hope—YA with a touch of magical realism here and there)? Nah. The role has had
nothing but positive effects. I look forward to receiving the articles to proof for
every issue. I learn so much from reading them all, and because I’m reading so
closely, and more than once (pre- and post-layout), I actually retain what I’ve read.
Of course, I hardly find anything beyond the most minute typos—that’s how it
works when you’ve got a bunch of talented, conscientious writers writing about
writing.

Even though
I’m no longer
living within the
tri-regions, I’m
sticking with
my Kite Tales
volunteer job.
I like it!

Kite Tales

Last summer, I relocated with my family from Hollywood to San Diego, and have
since joined the local SCBWI chapter and attend their monthly critique groups
and meetings/events. Even though I’m no longer living within the tri-regions, I’m
sticking with my Kite Tales volunteer job. I like it! Every issue provides motivation
and encouragement—like a little shot-in-the-arm to fight butt-in-chair-itus. I
completed an MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults at Vermont College
a few years ago, but since then my self-discipline has suffered. Taking in all the Kite
Tales information reminds me what I need to do to write books that editors want
to publish and kids want to read. And why I want to do it in the first place.
Not that I don’t have a little trouble getting my butt in the chair now and then,
what with working full time and having a couple of VERY energetic children (3
years and 4 ½) in the house. But my volunteer job helps. Because when my own
writing isn’t going well, or isn’t even getting done, I know it won’t be long until
those articles from Rilla arrive in my e-mail box and get me feeling excited and
inspired. A little more “connected” to the world of writing for children. A little
more like a “real writer.” A real writer, really writing!
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Bulletin Board
Great News

Events

Joan Bransfield Graham’s poem, “When Dinosaurs
Dance,” appears in Lee Bennett Hopkins’ new I Can
Read book Dizzy Dinosaurs (HarperCollins). Joan gave a
“Poetry Tip of the Day” for National Poetry Month on The
Rushmore Kid blog: http://bit.ly/gqxfrg

Writer2Writer
We are thrilled to announce our line-up for
Writer2Writer. Join us at the Flintridge Bookstore and
Coffeehouse, 1010 Foothill Blvd., La Cañada, for our
monthly program about the craft of writing. Programs
are normally scheduled for the first Sunday of the month,
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., in our coffeehouse area. Sunday,
June 5, 4 p.m. “Mysterious Musings on the Craft of
Writing.” Pseudonymous Bosch is the author of the wildly
popular “Secret” series that begins with The Name of This
Book is Secret. No fee to attend, but seating is limited. RSVP
to catherineL@flintridgebooks.com.

Joan Bransfield Graham’s poem, “Buckaroo Bees,”
appears in PoetryTagTime, an e-anthology of poetry for
children by Sylvia Vardell and Janet Wong in which each
poem is inspired by the one before. http://poetrytagtime.
com/Poetry_Tag_Time/Welcome.html
TheWitchyWorries of Abbie Adams, a middle grade
comic fantasy by Rhonda Hayter, came out
in paperback from Puffin on April 14.

Fourth Annual Horace Mann Upstanders Book
Award Conference
Antioch University Los Angeles announced its 2011
Horace Mann Upstanders Book Award winner: Nikki
Grimes for Almost Zero: A Dyamonde Daniel Book, illustrated
by R. Gregory Christie, and published by Putnam. Grimes
will be honored at the conference on June 12, 2011, at
Open Charter Elementary School at 5540 W. 77th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
with opening remarks at 9:00 a.m. All authors will be
available for book signings.
The event is free with registration prior to the conference.
Registration forms: upstandersaward.org. $10 charge
for registrations on the day of the conference.

Nancy O’Connor’s story Bear Cub’s
Pizza was one of two First Runners Up
in the 2010 Spoonfuls of Stories contest
sponsored by Cheerios and General Mills.
http://pages.simonandschuster.com/
spoonfulsofstories/author-contest
Joanne Rocklin’s new middle grade
novel, One Day and One Amazing Morning
on Orange Street, Abrams Books, received
a starred review from Kirkus. www.
joannerocklin.com

Classes

Sherry Shahan’s Death Mountain was nominated for the
YALSA 2012 Popular Paperbacks list in the Adventure
Seekers category. www.SherryShahan.com

Art Center College of Design Night Program
(626) 396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight

The Rooster Prince of Breslov (Clarion 2010) by Ann
Redisch Stampler, illustrated by Eugene Yelchin,
received the National Jewish Book Award for illustrated
children’s books.

Otis College of Art and Design
310-665-6850, or 310-665-6950. E-mail: otisce@otis.edu
UCLA Extension Writers’ Program www.
uclaextension.edu/writers As the largest, most comprehensive university-related writing program in the nation,
the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program equips new and
practicing writers with the tools they need to tell their
stories and to seek out publication and production. UCLA
offers more than 500 annual onsite and online writing
courses in writing for the youth market, as well as fiction,
memoir, personal essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing,
feature film, and television writing. For more info: (310)
825-9415. To enroll: (310) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.

Joseph Taylor’s narrative nonfiction piece, “Gathering
Clouds: The Story of Luke Howard,” appeared in the April
issue of Cricket magazine.
April Halprin Wayland’s poem, “World Wide Wag,”
appears in PoetryTagTime, an e-anthology of poetry for
children by Sylvia Vardell and Janet Wong in which each
poem is inspired by the one before. http://poetrytagtime.
com/Poetry_Tag_Time/Welcome.html

Kite Tales
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FROM THE BLOG OF A CHILDREN’S BOOK EDITOR

Definitions for the Perplexed

by Editorial Anonymous
Reprinted with permission from http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com
A Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

CMYK

glo colors, the book requires specific colors that you
cannot achieve with CMYK.

“Four-color printing?!” you say. “I don’t want fourcolor printing! My book has more than four colors in
it!”

Nickelodeon’s
orange? That’s
a special color.
Gap’s blue?
Special color.
Starbucks’
green, Barbie’s
pink... these
special colors
are usually
achieved with
Pantone colors.
They cost a bit
extra.

No, actually it doesn’t.
CMYK stands for cyan (blue), magenta (red), yellow,
and black. Those of you who remember your preschool
color-mixing will recall that you can create all the
other colors (or, technically, a hell of a lot of them)
with blue, red, yellow, and black.
These are the four colors meant when we talk about
four-color printing. CMYK printing is the norm.
That’s not to say that I haven’t worked on books that
were not printed in CMYK.

Here’s a color
game: Kitten’s First Full Moon was expensive to print.
Have you wondered how they achieved such a rich black
and white look? How many unique colors do you think
went into the printing?

Sometimes a book will call for a special color-- for
instance metallic ink on the jacket-- or, as in the case of
Chris Barton’s book on the brothers who created day-

Answer: seven!
Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed—
Damages, Hurts, and Refurbs
From Editorial Anonymous:“If you have
questions, e-mail them to editorialanonymous@
hotmail.com, and I’ll try to answer them. But
seriously, don’t try to query me or submit to me.
I’m anonymous. If you submit to me or query
me at this e-mail address, I will use your letter/
submission on the blog. Be warned.”

Kite Tales
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Critique Connections Online
Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online to find a buddy or two? It’s easy,
and open to SCBWI members who reside in the Tri-Regions of Southern California. Critique Connections
Online is not an online critique group or a manuscript exchange; it is a way to link up with like-minded
people to allow you the possibility of creating your own critique group. Best of all, it’s free!
Below is a sample from the ever-changing list you will find at Critique Connections Online. To access the
contact information or start your own group, join by e-mailing your request to critiqueconnect@yahoo.com.
Questions can be addressed to the same e-mail.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a database
and for an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you and you with them.
Sheryl Scarborough, Critique Connections Online Coordinator

Name
Sara
Elizabeth
Amber
Erin
Liz
Glen
Tootie
Tania
Karen
Dennis
Shauna

W/I
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer
Writer

Location
Santa Barbara
Hermosa Beach
South Bay
Venice
W. L.A.
O.C.
Santa Monica
West Side
Malibu
Redlands

Start/Join
Join
Join or start
Join
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start
Join or start

OL/F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F

Genres
MG
MG, Tween
YA
PB
MG, Early Reader
MG
YA
MG
PB
YA
MG

W: writer; I: illustrator; OL: online; F2F: face-to-face PB: picture books; MG: middle grade;YA: young adult; GN: graphic novels

Toot Your Horn in Kite Tales!
For the benefit of booksellers and librarians, Kite Tales, twice per year, lists new books
written or illustrated by members. Send us: Title by author, illustrator, Ages ? and up,
Genre and publisher, Author or book website.
Is author SCBWI member? Is illustrator SCBWI member?
Sorry, no self-published, print-on-demand or subsidy/vanity press books.
E-mail to: bonnieferron@earthlink.net
or mail to Kite Tales c/o SCBWI,
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 92308
Deadline: July 15, 2011
Kite Tales
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Writing Connections

EDITORIAL SERVICES
OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)
is devoted to helping writers make their work the best it can be.

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
has been in business for over 20 years, and has helped many writers—
of both children’s and grown-up books—get published or improve their chances for publication.
ESOLA offers personalized, detailed services, everything from line editing to ghostwriting:
• Detailed line editing and critique letter
• Creative and publishing list development
• Proposal writing and editing
• Literary consultations
• Writing workshops

• Book doctoring
• Copy editing
• Ghost writing
• Proofreading

ESOLA can also help you craft a great query letter—
so include it if you want help with that as well!

LISA ROJANY BUCCIERI

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES

Email: EditorialServicesofLA@gmail.com
www.editorialservicesofLA.com
Lisa Rojany Buccieri is a publishing executive with over 20 years’ experience in the industry. Lisa has also written over 100
children’s books. She was lead author on Writing Children’s Books for Dummies (Wiley, 2005), and co-wrote the New York Times
bestseller, Fund Your Future (Berkley, 2002) with Julie Stav. Lisa’s latest comes this October: Surviving the Angel of Death:
The Story of a Mengele Twin at Auschwitz, with Eva Kor (Tanglewood Books). Her books have received various accolades,
such as reaching #1 on the Publishers Weekly Bestseller List two years in a row (Make Your Own Valentines, PSS/Putnam),
and winning the American Bookseller’s Pick of the List (Giant Animal Fold-Outs: Kangaroo & Company, PSS/Putnam).
Most recently, she spearheaded the Intervisual Books launch of their first grown-up publishing program for Spring
2007. She was the founding V.P. & Publisher of Americhip Books, a children’s book packaging company focusing on
adapting technologies such as light, sound, paper-engineering, and animation for books. Lisa has also been
Editorial/Publishing Director for Golden Books, PSS/Penguin Group, Intervisual Books, Gateway Learning Corp
(Hooked on Phonics), and others. She charges by the hour for her editorial services, depending on the length of the
manuscript or project. References available upon request.

Kite Tales
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Down The Rabbit Hole
SCBWI-LA Presents the 7th Annual—Writers and illustrators field trip

Sunday
Oct. 16th 2011
L.A. Farmers Market 9am
(Under the big clock tower)
6333 West Third Street, LA

Very Sensible,
Sense-Sational even,
Sensibly speaking

No Non-Sense?... That
means ‘everything’
Sense!

Feel like your writing’s Dull, Drab, even Bland? Let the
Mad Hatter and the White Rabbit talk some Sense into you!
Spice up your writing, tickle your taste buds, and
tantalize your muse on a private food adventure with Melting
Pot Tours.
Journey through the historic 3rd Street Farmers Market, breathing in the sights, sounds, smells—and yes,
tastes, of an amazing array of delectable delights. The area is teeming with cafes, bookstores, gourmet
grocers plus colorful characters and history. Our delectables will range from Brazilian to French to Japanese.
Blend your senses into an aroma of extraordinary scenes as you take your simmering ideas to a boil. Be
ready to chow down on our diet of creative exercises. There’s nothing like a new recipe to get your stories
sizzling!
Field trip includes: Food, Fun, Friends and Creative Materials
SCBWI members $65.00 Non-Members $75.00
Registration must be received by October 1st, 2011

Name:________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________________
Cell No:_______________________________Email:___________________________________________
Please make checks payable to SCBWI and Snail Mail to: Dawne Knobbe/17962 Dellglen Circle/
Huntington Beach, Ca. 92647/Questions? Call Dawne at 714-841-0954 or email
runawaystorm@earthlink.net
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